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The versatile trio
Made in Austria.
When our founder, Ing. Hermann Lindner began building tractors 70 years ago, his technical innovations
helped to secure farmers‘ existence. We keep his
pioneering spirit alive today, and have combined the
experience of our 40,000 customers in the mountain,
cultivated, and meadowland agricultural industries,
as well as in municipal applications, in our vehicles.

Lindner produces particularly agile tractors in the Geotrac series, the continuously variable Lintrac, and the versatile Unitrac transporter. Application ﬁelds
of our vehicles include mountain and meadow farming, as well as cultivation
agriculture and the cableway and municipal sectors.
The Geotrac series 4 currently consists of eight models. The
spectrum ranges from the Geotrac 64 ep, which comes into
its own on steep terrain, up to the high-performance Geotrac
134 ep, which, at 144 BHP, is the most powerful tractor in
the history of the Tyrolean agricultural machinery specialist. Technical highlights of our tractors are the Panorama
Comfort Cab, the cabin suspension, the vibration damping,
the front hydraulics, or the powerful hydraulics with separate
oil circulation system. All tractors are equipped with Perkins
engines.

The Lintrac is the ﬁrst continuously variable standard tractor
with 4-wheel steering. Further technical highlights are the
high-performance work hydraulics from Bosch, and the
particularly driver-friendly LDrive operation. In mountain and
pasture agriculture, the Lintrac combines the characteristics
of a tractor, slope mower, and yard loader in one vehicle,
which signiﬁcantly reduces the investment requirement for
farmers. When mowing with the 3 metre mowing gear, the
Lintrac impresses with a test consumption of just 6.4 litres/
hectare – up to 50 percent lower than comparable twin axle
mowers. Other ﬁelds of application are viticulture, forestry,
and the municipal sector Lintrac 110 and 130 are designed
for bigger greenland farms.
For over 20 years, Lindner has been producing, in Kundl,
Unitrac transporters for the communal sector, cableways,
and farmers. Currently there are over 3000 Unitracs with
10,000 attachments in circulation throughout Europe. The
Viennese city vehicle ﬂeet alone includes more than 80
Unitracs. They are used for snow ploughing in winter, and in
summer, for transport and roadsweeping.
Success story
The Tyrolean family company Lindner has been in existence
since 1946.
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Municipal
In municipal applications, the tractors and transporters from Lindner
complement each other optimally
as powerful equipment carriers
with a payload of up to 5 tonnes;
during winter operation, in park and
landscape maintenance, for cleaning,
or for mowing and transport work.

Agriculture
In the agricultural sector, Lindner has specialised for decades in mountain and meadow
farming in the Alps, and in European cultivation agriculture, which includes forestry, ﬁeld
and specialist crops such as hops, vegetables, and winegrowing.
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Simply unbelievably agile

The Lintrac is the ﬁrst continuously variable, standard tractor with steering rear axle
that achieves incredible manoeuvrability. The optimum performances from a tractor,
a slope mower, and a farmyard loader are combined in a single efﬁcient vehicle design.
The ZF continuously variable technology, combined with a simple and practice-orientated operating concept from Lindner, make child´s play of efﬁcient work.
he Lintrac combines the characteristics of a tractor, slope
mower, and yard loader in a single vehicle. Ideal manoeuvrability due to 4-wheel steering, optimal performance on
gradients of up to 60%, thanks to a low centre of gravity
of below 850 mm (Lintrac 90), front loading capability, full
traction for trailer transport and ﬁeld working, a more
economical yet more powerful engine, and the super
easy LDrive operation. The TMT09 is the ﬁrst continuously variable gearbox, speciﬁcally developed to achieve
a PTO shaft power starting at 90 HP. Compact and light
4

construction was particularly important for this. Thanks
to the primarily mechanical transmission with low hydrostatic proportion, the gearbox operates particularly efﬁciently. Driving is continuously adjustable with reduced
engine speed. The 4-speed rear PTO with start control
works at 430/540/750/1000 rpm (Lintrac 90 and 110) or
540/750/1000/1400 rpm (Lintrac 130) as needed. The TMT11
is designed to be equally efﬁcient but with its larger rear
axle, it features a higher payload and lifting capacity and is
designed for PTO shaft out- puts of more than 110 HP.

Compact hydrostat
The secret of the efﬁciency
of the continuously variable TMT09/11, lies within its
largely mechanical power
transmission. The multi-branched power shift transmission
is supplemented by an efﬁcient and economical 45cm³
hydrostat.

LDrive: get in and go
The Lintrac is easy to drive: Start
the engine, choose direction of
travel, apply gas, steer. Whoever wants to work particularly
efﬁciently, uses the LDrive
control dial on the arm rest. Once
„LDrive“ is enabled, rotating the
controller adjusts the driving
speed steplessly and dynamically.
For all-wheel, differential, cruise
control storage, creeping speed
function, manual and and pedal
throttle modes, and the various
driving modes, quick-selection
buttons are provided.

Power & pleasurable turning
The Perkins turbo diesel with 3.4
litre cylinder capacity provides
75kW/120HP in the Lintrac 90 and
83kW/113HP in the Lintrac 110. It
unleashes an enormous torque of
420 Nm at 1400 rpm, with a very
steep torque increase of over 40%.
These characteristics ensure powerful start-up performance both
on a slope and when towing. In
conjunction with the TMT gearbox,
the engine can work at reduced
speed, and is therefore particularly economical. The new 3,6 litre
Perkins turbo stage 5 engine in the
Lintrac 130 performs at 100 kW/136
HP and 530 Nm.

Unbelievably agile
Even without self-steering rear
axle, the Lintrac remains extremely manoeuvrable. Thanks to
its compact wheelbase and 52°
front steering lock, it achieves a
turning circle diameter of 9.5 m.
With 4-wheel steer, it achieves
a sensational turning circle
diameter of under 7 m. Here,
the rear wheels are turned up
to 20 . „Crab steering“ is also
possible.

TURNING CIRCLE DIAMETER
LINTRAC 90
LINTRAC 110
LINTRAC 130

7m
8m
8,5 m

Tardis cab
The Panorama Comfort Cab provides an optimal outlook to all sides.
Effortless working is achieved through a pleasant working environment, an air-sprung comfort seat
and logically arranged controls. In
hazardous situations in particular,
it is important to locate switches
and levers quickly, in order to be
able to respond appropriately. The
I.B.C. monitor is a central display.
The convenient I.B.C. remote control on the arm rest means the driver is always sitting in the optimal
position. The innovative I.B.C.-Monitor PRO has an touch-display
with an brilliant luminosity.
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Lintrac in municipal use
Rear, front, and working hydraulics with variable displacement pump make the
Lintrac the ideal equipment carrier. The continuously variable traction drive, and
the rear and front PTO shafts make the Lintrac ideally equipped for summer
and winter service: Spreading and sweeping, and snow ploughing with plough
or tiller, are child‘s play even in narrow streets, thanks to the steered rear axle.
Front end loading and good traction enable challenging transport works.

Equipped: 4-speed Power
Take-Off and front hydraulics
with EFH (electronic front
lifting unit control)
The Lintrac is available with
chassis or axle mounted front
hydraulics. With EFH weight
compensation, even in rough
terrain, a uniform mowing proﬁle
is achieved – at a driving speed
of up to 17 km/h. Thanks to the
reinforced chassis block, a front
loader or side attachment plate
can be used. The rear lifting unit,
with up to 4900 kp lifting force, is
available with EHR and vibration
damping. The PTO shaft and
lifting gear are operated on the
mudguard.

TracLink-Mobile: The in-yourpocket telematics solution
Upgrade your Lindner vehicle with the
TracLink Mobile OBD and beneﬁt from
the helpful features of the TracLink
Mobile App. With TracLink Mobile, you
receive the most important vehicle
data, fuel-saving information and other
features directly to your smartphone.
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High-performance BOSCH
hydraulic delivers 88-100 l/min
The Lintrac operates with an axial
piston pump, which controls the
hydraulic output steplessly up
to 88 l/min (optional 100 l/min).
The corresponding oil volume is
always supplied in each case.
Power losses are therefore eliminated. Up to 5 EHS control units
with volume control can be used.
These work proportionally and
are particular- ly sensitive. As is
the case with all Lindner vehicles,
the Lintrac also has a separate oil
supply for work hydraulics/steering, and gear box.

Technical data
Cab

Lintrac 90

Lintrac 110

Lintrac 130

Panoramic-comfort cab with level platform, safety cell with ROPS and FOPS test, green panoramic glazing, front-end loader clear vision screen, exhibition
front, side, and rear window,central information board with IBC-Monitor, passenger seat, door locks, interior, Grammer comfort seat (airsprung), radio
kit interior lighting with door automatic, heating and ventilation system with 4-band high-performance blower, signal socket, tank lock-off, starting lock,
continuous current socket 3-prong),intermittent windscreen wiper, automatic reset indicator, 12 volt plug cellphone, utility tray rear, adjustable air jets,
sun protection screen and visor, one-piece engine bonnet with comfort opening
automatic climate control, TracLink cabine with larger front loader window and unobstructed view

Platform
Display

2-level-platform
I.B.C.-Monitor with remote control on LDrive-armrest

I.B.C.-Monitor PRO with remote control
TracLink Smart equipment detection

Optional: Cabine suspension (+ 2 cm height)

Cabine suspension mechanic,
optional: pneumatic cabine suspension

854E-E34 TA - stage 3B

Perkins Syncro - 904J-E36TA stage 5

Cab equipment
Engine
Performance to ISO14396

75 kW / 102 HP

Cylinder/capacity/cooling
Max. torque
Eﬃcient Power Program
Gearbox

rear axle

level platform cab

83 kW / 113 HP
4 / 3400 cm³ / Wasser

420 Nm at 1400 rpm

4 / 3600 cm³ / water
450 Nm at 1400 rpm

TMT09-ZF-Continous variable Transmission,
Lindner Ldrive, 40 km/h, pressure-circulation
lubricated, all-wheel Power-shift -sharing the
touch of a button, rear differential lock - sharing
the touch of a button, Power-shift rear PTO 430
/ 540 / 750 / 1000 U / min with PTO-management, Optional: Lindner steering rear axle (up to
20°) with 4 steering modes

TMT11-ZF continuously variable transmission,
Lindner LDrive operation, 40 km/h, pressure-circulation lubricated high traction for increased
traction force, power selectable all-wheel drive
– engaged at the press of a button, rear differential lock - engaged at the press of a button;
optional: LINDNER Rear Axle Steering
(up to 20° steering angle - depending on tyres)
with crab steering, 4 steering modes

power-shift
430/540/750/1000 rpm

on request: front PTO shaft

540/750/1000/1400 rpm
1000 rpm

Hydraulic system

BOSCH-Rexroth / Load-Sensing
EHL – electronic rear hydraulic command

EHR with AHC

Working pressucre

200 bar

Max. delievery rate

88 – 100 l/min

Lifting power/with additional lifting cylinder

3 x EHS steering valves / 1 return

3 x EHS steering valves / 1 return

3 x EHS steering valves / 1 return

3500 kp

4900 kp

4900 – 5500 kp

on request: lifting power front hydraulics

Light

2500 kp
2 H7 bi-halogen headlamps (lower high and low beam), 2 x rear and brake lights in LED technology with integrated indicator rear,
2 x lateral indicators with integrated side-marker light, 2 x LED-daylights, optional (Lintrac 130): Bi-LED Headlamps
2 x H3 ellipsoid headlights front (up high and
low beam), 2 x H3-working lights rear

Mass and tare weight

TMT11.2-ZF continuously variable transmission, Lindner LDrive operation, 40 or 50 km/h,
pressure-circulation lubricated high traction for
increased traction force, power selectable allwheel drive – engaged at the press of a button,
rear differential lock - engaged at the press of
a button, active powerzero and electrohydraulic
safety-lock

optional LINDNER Rear Axle Steering (up to 20° steering angle - depending on tyres) with crab steering with 4 steering modes

Engine PTO

Control units/tipper lines

530 Nm at 1500 rpm

Common-Rail engine with intercooler, Visco-ventilator, Transmission oil cooling on demand, Electronic Rear Hydraulic Command, variable displacement
hydraulic pump, separate oil cicuits for transmission & work hydraulic, Joystic-control on LDrive-armrest, adjustable electronic steering valves

PTO shaft

Rear linkage

100 kW / 136 HP

4 x LED headlight (high and low beam light at top), 2 x LED working lights
(front and rear), LED reverse light arch

3750 kg

4370 kg

4520 kg

A greatest length/B greatest width

3469 mm / 2181 mm

3530 mm / 2166 mm

3625 mm / 2226 mm

C greatest height/D wheelbase

2410 mm / 2264 mm

2640 mm / 2325 mm

2718 mm / 2420 mm

420/85 R 30 & 375/70 R 20

540/65 R34 & 440/65 R24

540/65 R34 & 440/65 R24

Standard tyres

7
3 years warranty with TracLink

A new power generation

The Geotrac series 4 currently consists of eight models, from 75 to 144 HP. Technical
highlights of the tractors are the Panorama Comfort Cab, the cabin suspension, the
vibration damping, the front hydraulics, or the powerful work hydraulics with separate
oil circulation system. All tractors are equipped with Perkins engines.
The Geotrac combines particularly high-quality components into a compact and agile tractor for mixed agricultural
operation. The ZF power transmission applies the force of
the 4 cylinder Perkins turbo engine perfectly on the ground.
The 4 speed PTO allows work to be carried out at low
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speeds. The separate Bosch hydraulics oil supply, with 55
to 120 litre capacity, protects the gearbox from contaminated oil from attachments. The original LIndner front hydraulics are available axle or chassis mounted, and can be
equipped with EFH weight compensation.

Comfort cab
Slender cab pillars allow the
most panoramic view possible.
The frontloader clear vision
window guarantees an optimal
view up to the maximum height.
Heating and fresh air blowers
provide a comfortable climate.

Multicontroller
The Multicontroller allows you to
control the most important hydraulic functions with one hand, without
needing to adjust your grip. In frontloading work in particular, being
able to change direction using a
button increases comfort.

EHR with vibration damping
The electronic lifting unit
control (EHR) has automatic
traction and position control
(AHC) that enables particularly uniform ploughing. Trips
with towed equipment are
smooth, thanks to the vibration damping.

A xle and front hydraulics
The reinforced original Lindner
front hydraulics with 2500 kp
lifting force is equipped as
standard with a support on the
gearbox housing. This allows
trouble-free winter working to
be carried out using snowploughs. The Lindner front axle
has a particularly robust construction, and up to the most
demanding applications with its
twin tires on steep slopes. If required, an axle-mounted front
hydraulic unit with EFH weight
compensation is available.

Cab suspension
The mechanical cab suspension
in conjunction with the Grammer
airsprung seat with low-frequency suspension ensure back-protecting working comfort.
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Technical data

Geotrac 64 ep

Geotrac 74 ep

Geotrac 84 ep

Geotrac 84

Cab

Green-tinted panoramic glazing; window for viewing the front loader; ROPS & FOPS; opening windscreen, side windows and rear window; passenger seat; door locks; inte
performance vents; immobiliser; continuous current socket (3 poles); automatic indicator switch-off; interval windscreen wipers, mobile phone socket, rear storage comp
optional: cab suspension

Platform

Cab with low conﬁguration (centre tunnel)

Level Plat

Display

Central Information Board with I.B.C. Display

Cab equipment
B pillars and wheel arch casing, fresh air
vent with microﬁlter, rear sliding window

B-pillars and wheel arch casing, fres

Engine

Perkins 854E-E34T - speed 3B

Performance to ISO 14396/speed

55 kW (76 HP)/2200 rpm

70 kW (95 HP)/2200 rpm

Cylinder/capacity/cooling

4/3400 cm³/Water

Max. torque
Eﬃcient Power Program

Gearbox

75 kW (102 HP)

318 Nm at 1400 rpm
Common rail, digital display, consumption
calculator, electronic manual throttle with
programmable keys, 4-speed power take-off,
separate oil supply, ep speed limiter

395 Nm at 1400 rpm

Common rail, viscous fan, gearbox oil cooling system digital display, consumption calculator,
electronic manual throttle with programmable keys, 4-speed power take-off, separate oil
circulation system, ep speed limiter

16/8 speed ZF-STEYR fully synchronous reversing gearbox, 40 km/h,
pressurized lubrication circulation; optional: 16/16 speed
power shift transmission with 2 x power shift, additional travelling PTO shaft,
pressurized lubrication circulation

PTO shaft

Common rail, viscous f
th

16/16 speed ZF-STEYR power shift
transmission with 2x power shift, 40 km/h,
pressurized lubrication circulation optional:
travelling PTO shaft

16/8 speed ZF

Power shiftable

Engine PTO

430/540/750/1000 rpm

on request: front PTO shaft
Hydraulic system
ELMPC – electr. lifting mechanism position control

Working pressure

185 bar

Max. output (incl. 2nd oil circuit)

55 (80) l/min

Control units/tipper lines

2 x dws/4 +
2800 kp / 3500 kp

Lifting power/with additional lifting cylinder
on request: lifting power front hydraulics

Light

3500 kp

2000 kp

2500 k

4 x H3 working lights, top front,
2 x bi-halogen headlamps, bottom (main
and low beam)

4 x H7 ellipsoid headlight, top f
2 x bi-halogen headlight, bott

2 x H3 Working light at rear, 2 x Rear and brakelight with LED technology and integrated indicator at rea

Mass and tare weight

2950 kg

3380 kg

A greatest length/B greatest width

3201 mm / 1921 mm

C greatest height/D wheelbase

2365 mm / 2083 mm

2453 mm / 2237 mm

365/70 R 18 & 380/85 R 28

375/70 R 20 & 420/85 R 30

Standard tyres

3283 mm / 2024 mm

3437 mm / 2024 mm

Additional equipment
Front weight carrier, snap coupling bottom, valve protection, tow sling, particulate ﬁlter,
battery master switch
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Front weight carrier, snap coupling bottom,
valve protection, tow sling, upper linkage arm
with snap coupling, additional lifting cylinder,
particulate ﬁlter, battery master switch

Additional hydraulic tank,
bottom snap coupling,
with snap coupling, val
sling, battery master swi

4 ep Pro

Geotrac 94 ep

Geotrac 104 ep

erior trim, Grammer seat; radio, interior lighting with door automation; heating and ventilation system with 2-level high
partment; adjustable air vents; sliding sunshade and blind, 4 roof headlights; single-piece bonnet with easy opening;

Geotrac 114 ep

Geotrac 134 ep

Green-tinted panoramic glazing; window for viewing the front loader; safety cab with ROPS &
FOPS; windscreen with laminated safety glass (LSG); opening side windows and rear window;
passenger seat; door locks; radio; heating and ventilation system with 3-level high power vents;
immobiliser; continuous current socket (3 poles); interval windscreen wiper; adjustable air
vents and sunshade; pivoting bonnet with easy opening, mechanical cab suspension, automatic
climate control, sliding sunshade and blind, door-actuated LED interior lighting

tform

Level Comfort Platform
I.B.C. Monitor
Comfortable interior design, fresh air vent with microﬁlter, Grammer Pro seat with air suspension, height and tilt-adjustable steering wheel, electric windscreen heating, interior trim, rear
storage compartment, drink holder, mobile phone socket, automatic indicator switch-off, electrically adjustable & heated side mirrors with panoramic wide angle; GEOTRAC 134ep: signalling
socket, IBC interior mirror with reversing camera, GPS data and Bluetooth hands-free kit

sh air vent with microﬁlter, rear sliding window, Grammer seat with air suspension

Perkins 1204E-E44TA - speed 3B

)/2200 rpm

75 kW (102 HP)/2200 rpm

83 kW (113 HP)/2200 rpm

98 kW (133 HP)/2200 rpm

106 kW (144 HP)/2200 rpm
4/4400 cm³/Water

420 Nm at 1400 rpm

450 Nm at 1400 rpm

530 Nm at 1400 rpm

fan, demand responsive oil cooling system for gearbox, digital display, consumption calculator, electronic manual
hrottle with programmable keys, 4-point power take-off, separate oil supply, ep speed limiter

Common rail, intercooling, viscous fan, demand responsive oil cooling system for gearbox with
brake lubricating oil switch-off during transport work, digital display, consumption calculator,
electronic manual throttle with programmable keys, 4-point power take-off, separate oil supply, load-sensing control device with amount setting function; signalling socket with variable
signal norm; ep speed limiter,manual throttle plus with cruise control function, axial piston
pump, LED daytime running light, brake booster

F-STEYR 2x power shift transmission with power shuttle, automation (SP), pressurized lubrication circulation,
40 km/h, comfort clutch (CS), optional: travelling PTO shaft

32/32 speed ZF power shift transmission with 4 x power shift, proportional powershift clutches,
automation function (APS), automated group shift (FRRS), Power Shuttle with adjustable characteristics, pressurized lubrication circulation, brake lubricating oil drain-off, management
function for all-wheel, rear PTO and differential lock, comfort clutch (CS), 40 km/h with
reduced engine speed; optional: 50 km/h model with suspended planetary gear steering axle

electro-hydraulic, 3 level start-up controlled, power shiftable
540/750/1000/1400 rpm
1000 rpm
BOSCH Rexroth/Load-Sensing
EHR with AHD incl. vibration damping
200 bar
121 l/min
2 x EHS, 1 x dws (joystick) /
6 + 1 reverse

1 return
4900 kp

6600 kp

kp

3500 kp
2 x bi-halogen (H7), 2 x LED daytime running light,
4 x H7 ellipsoid headlight, top front (high and low beam light),
2 x H3 rear working light

front (main and low beam)
tom (main and low beam)

ar, 2 x side indicators with integrated position light

k, front weight carrier,
upper linkage arm
lve protection, tow
itch, particulate ﬁlter

2 x Rear and brakelight with LED technology and integrated indicator at rear,
2 x side indicators with integrated position light

3950 kg

4850 kg

3604 mm / 2111 mm

4230 mm / 2320 mm

2598 mm / 2280 mm

2769 mm / 2500 mm

340/85 R 24 & 420/85 R 34

Additional hydraulic tank, front weight carrier, snap coupling bottom, upper linkage arm with
snap coupling, valve protection, tow sling, self-locking differential front, head rest, extendable
side mirror, battery master switch, leakage oil sump, particulate ﬁlter

440/65 R 24 & 540/65 R 34

480/65 R 24 & 540/65 R 38

Front weight carrier, snap coupling bottom,
upper linkage arm with snap coupling,
valve protection, tow sling, interior mirror,
self-locking differential front, head rest, extendable side mirror, all-wheel, differential,
and PTO shaft management, leakage oil
sump, interior mirror

Front weight carrier, bottom snap coupling,
upper linkage arm with snap coupling, valve
protection, tow sling, front self-locking
differential, head rest, all-wheel, differential,
and PTO shaft management, leakage oil
sump, signalling socket, IBC interior mirror,
multicontrol armrest with shuttle control
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More than just a transporter ...

For over 20 years, Lindner has been producing, in Kundl, Unitrac transporters for the
municipal sector, cableways, and farmers. Currently there are over 3000 Unitracs
with 10,000 attachments in circulation throughout Europe. The Viennese city vehicle
ﬂeet alone includes more than 80 Unitracs.
Whether snow ploughing, sweeping, mowing, or carrying
out waste disposal, or transport; the Lindner Unitrac, as an
all-round equipment carrier, is extremely versatile: economical and manoeuvrable on the road, soil-friendly on
grassland, and safe off-road. The futuristic technology is
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equipped with a unique chassis design, and thus equipped
for any conceivable requirement: independent suspension,
disc brakes, hydraulic suspension with levelling adjustment, permanent all-wheel drive, power-shifting differential
lock, and much more.

Tilt comfort cab
Optimal all-round view: you have
everything in your ﬁeld of vision: the
front work area, through the heated
panoramic windscreen, and to the
sides, unobstructed view through the
large glass doors with wide-opening
sliding windows. The rear-view mirrors,
with integrated additional indicators,
are electrically adjustable and heated.
Comfort features: Thanks to the wide-opening doors, it is easy to access
the roomy comfort cab. The door automation opens the rear window on entry,
and enables gentle door closure with
optimal cab ventilation. The non-slip
storage compartments and nets are
practical, as is the large drink holder.

Gearbox
The CVT continuously variable gearbox
used in the Unitrac 112 LDrive has been
developed together with ZF, and produced by Lindner. The largely mechanical power transmission in the working
travel range with a low hydrostatic
proportion, means that the
gearbox is particularly
efﬁcient.

LDrive operation
The Unitrac 112 LDrive is easy
to drive: start the engine,
choose direction of travel, apply
gas, and steer. Whoever wants
to work particularly efﬁciently,
uses the LDrive control dial on
the arm rest. Once „LDrive“ is
enabled, rotating the controller adjusts the travel speed
steplessly and dynamically. For
important chassis functions and
driving modes, quick-selection
buttons are provided.

Working hydraulics with variable displacement pump
The Unitrac 112 LDrive operates with an axial piston pump, that steplessly adjusts the hydraulic power up to
88 l/min. The respective oil volume required for all work circuits is always provided, and power losses thus
eliminated. Up to 5 EHS control units and one EWS control unit with volume control can be used. These work
proportionally and are particularly sensitive. The hydraulics ﬁne tuning is carried out via the I.B.C. monitor. As it‘s
the case with all Lindner vehicles, the Unitrac 112 LDrive has a separate oil supply for work hydraulics/steering,
and gearbox, with separate cooling system. A hydraulic output of 50 l/min is fully available, even from 1300 rpm
engine speed.
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4-wheel drive
The Unitrac is optionally
available with 4 wheel
steering. The turning radius
is then just 3.5 m (without
4 wheel steer it is 6 m). If
required, a crab steering
mode is available. The comfort return makes operation
simple and uncomplicated.

High-performance chassis
The Unitrac chassis concept has already proven itself in practical application in over 3000 vehicles, in meadow
agriculture, cableway and industrial customers, as well as in municipal equipment. Independent suspension and
hydraulic suspension cylinder with diaphragm accumulator guarantee, in conjunction with the rotating parts between the front and rear chassis, optimal suspension comfort with the highest possible off-road capability. Due to
the rotating vehicle frame, all four wheels have constant contact to the ground with the highest possible traction.
The as standard, mechanical level regulator provides the highest tipping stability on difﬁcult terrain. The relatively
small suspension travel of the system enables the top loading surface area to be very low despite large tyres.

Toolless tipping
To ensure a high degree of maintenance friendliness, the entire
can be tilted 50 to the side.
Thanks to the toolless hydraulic
tipping mechanism, both engine
and gearbox areas are freely
accessible with just a few hand
movements. The safety hydraulic
cylinder prevents unintentional
closure of the tilt mechanics.
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Brakes
The vehicle is equipped as
standard with a dual circuit
brake system, 2 internally
vented front disc brakes
and 2 rear disc brakes.
Reduced pedal pressure
and heat build-up increase
comfort and safety. Optionally, the Unitrac can be
equipped with eddy current
brake or compressed air
brake system. The optionally available, patented safety
lock works directly on the
service brake, and ensure
secure hold in steep terrain.

Technical data
Cab

Cab conﬁguration

Unitrac 72 ep

Unitrac 92 P5

Performance to ISO 14396/speed
Cylinder/capacity/cooling
Max. torque DZ

Unitrac 112 LDrive

Comfort cab with doors (OECD tested), can be tilted to the side, deep-drawn heated panorama windscreen, 2 side mirrors, electrically adjustable and heated,
additional indicator and front positioning lamps on side mirror, 2 windscreen wipers with intermittent switching, comfort seat, sun visor, radio console with
radio pre-installation, 12-Volt mobile phone socket, indicator resetting, heating, 2 speed blower fan, door lock, ergonomically-formed operator panel, VDO
central information board, interior lighting;
2 speed blower fan

4 speed blower fan

Display
Engine

Unitrac 102 SE6

4 speed blower fan, LDrive arm rest
on LDrive comfort airsprung seat

2 speed blower fan

VDO central information board and
I.B.C. monitor with remote control

VDO central information board
854E-E34 TA - speed 3B

904J-E36TA stage 5

854E-E34 TA - speed 3B

VM Turbo diesel (Euro6)

55 kW (76 HP)/2200

74,4 kW (101 HP)/2100

80 kW (109 HP)/2600

79 kW (109 HP)/2300

4/3400 cm³/Water

4/3600 cm³/Water

318 Nm at 1400 rpm

430 Nm at 1500 rpm

4/2970 cm³/Water
420 Nm at 1400 rpm

Eﬃcient Power Program
Common rail, digital display, consumption calculator, electronic manual throttle with programmable keys, separate
oil circulation system, ep speed limiter (Unitrac 72 ep & 102 S)

High-performance chassis

420 Nm at 1100-1400 rpm
Common rail, viscous fan, digital
display, consumption calculator,
electronic manual throttle with
programmable keys, separate
oil circulation system, ep speed
limiter, axial piston pump

Independent suspension, hydraulic suspension with level regulator, longitudinal differential lock and rear differential lock, electrohydraulic via button press,
optional: front differential lock, 4-wheel steering with comfort return
Comfort suspension, axle load
display for front and rear axles

Gearbox

Lindner-ZF-16/16-speed split gearbox, 40 or 50 km/h, electrohydraulic PTO shaft clutch activation by button
press; Optional: 20/20-speed split gearbox with super crawler gear

PTO shaft

Power shiftable

Engine PTO

540/1000 rpm

on request: front PTO shaft

Lindner-ZF continuously variable
gearbox, 0 - 40 or 0 - 50 km/h, LDrive
operation, electrohydraulic PTO shaft
clutch activation by button press;

1000 rpm

Brake

Dual circuit brake system, front and rear internally vented disc brakes, Optional: Eddy current brake
Dual circuit hydraulics/load sensing

BOSCH-Rexroth/load sensing axial piston pump

Working pressure

185 bar

200 bar

Max. delivery rate

85 l/min

88 l/min

Hydraulic system

Control units/tipper lines

Hydraulic motor, 1 x dws and 1 x ews with lever switch

Hydraulic motor, PowerLink,
1x ews incl. connections

2 x dws/1 x ews via joystick
proportional EHS control unit with
ﬂoating position and adjustable
ﬂow rate

Bottom main and low beam, H3
work lights

Bottom main and low beam, additional H7 main and low beam, top

Bottom main and low beam, additional H7 main and low beam, top

Full LED main headlight with
integrated LED daytime running light,
additional H7 main and low beam,
tops, LED reversing light

2920 kg

3450kg

3050 kg

3340 kg

A greatest length/B greatest width

4872-5372 mm / 1972-2072 mm

4872-5372 mm / 1972-2072 mm

4872-5372 mm / 1972-2072 mm

5067-5567 mm / 1972-2078 mm

C greatest height/D wheelbase

2385 - 2532 mm / 2600 - 3100 mm

2470 mm / 2660-3160 mm

2425-2535 mm / 2600-3100 mm

2470 mm / 2750-3250 mm

15,0/55-17

425/55-R17

15,0/55-17

15,0/55-17

Light

Mass and tare weight

Standard tyres

3 years warranty with TracLink
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